
Problem

What are startup components, and how can I define them in the ACS CDB?

Solution

Normally   are started up by the   when a client asks for them.Components Manager

But there are   that need to be up as   and stay up all the time.Components soon as possible
For example   providing telemetry information have to publish their data in the archive all the time, even if there are no clients using them Components
directly.

As soon as possible means that they have to be started as soon as their   becomes available.Container

Such   are specified in the CDB and there are two ways to do it:Components

Specifying Startup Components in the Manager's CDB

You can specify Startup Components in the CDB of the Manager by filling in their names in the   field. The following example comes from the Startup M
 file in the cdb of the module anager.xml ACS/LGPL/CommonSoftware/acsexmpl

<Manager   xmlns:cdb="urn:schemas-cosylab-com:CDB:1.0"
           xmlns="urn:schemas-cosylab-com:Manager:1.0" 
           xmlns:baci="urn:schemas-cosylab-com:BACI:1.0" 
           xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
  CacheSize="0">
  <Startup>
        <cdb:_ string="AMSSEQ1"/>
        <cdb:_ string="MOUNT1"/>
        <!-- cdb:_ string="FRIDGE1"/ Moved in Components.xml file -->
        <cdb:_ string="TOWER1/FRONTDOOR"/>
  </Startup>
  .....
</Manager>

This is convenient if you want to have all Startup Components grouped together in an easily readable place.

Specifying Startup Components one by one in the Components specification area of the CDB

You can alternatively specify if a Components need to be started up automatically directly in the Component Specification in the   or Components.xml
in the other specification files (see   and  )FAQAdditionalCDBStructureForComponentsDir FAQMultipleXmlFilesInCdbDirectory

The following example comes from the   file in the cdb of the module Components.xml ACS/LGPL/CommonSoftware/acsexmpl

      <_ Name="FRIDGE1"             
         Code="acsexmplFridgeImpl"
         Type="IDL:alma/FRIDGE/FridgeControl:1.0"
         Container="Container" 
         Autostart="true"/>

This is convenient if you have to change the startup behaviour of the components on a one by one basis.

--   - 09 Sep 2005GianlucaChiozzi

Related articles

How can more people do development with ACS on the same machine without disturbing each other?
Which ports are used by ACS?
Problems connecting to ACS servers on a remote machine: bad /etc/hosts
Why does the getComponent method of ZLegacy/ACS.ContainerServices return an object of type None?
Why are some of my print statements not showing up in the container output section of acscommandcenter?
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